How to get from Zurich Airport to Building ETL of ETH Zurich:

By public transport services:

Tram No 10 (Glatttal Tram Services) leaves directly from Zurich Airport to Zurich City.

1st Option (marked with a red line):

Leave at tram-stop ETH/Universitätsspital (dark red arrow on the map) and walk on and up to building ETL at Physikstrasse 3 (5-8 minutes walking – green star for building ETL).

2nd Option (marked with a green line):

Leave at tram-stop HALDENBACH (one stop before ETH/Universitätsspital), turn left and walk up Haldenbachstrasse, take the first road to your right – Bolleystrasse – and walk until the end of that street which leads into Physikstrasse (5-8 minutes walking – green star for building ETL).
Tickets are available directly at the Railway Office at Zurich Airport at about CHF 6.60 one way – valid for 1 hour – or at the automatic ticket machine (you would need coins in CHF or EURO to purchase a ticket at the machine, zone 110/121).

By taxi

By Taxi from Zurich Airport – fee of about CHF 45-50 – drive direct to Physikstrasse 3 (entry via Bolleystrasse)

How to get from Zurich Main Station to Building ETL of ETH Zurich:

Leave the Main Station in direction “Bahnhofstrasse” – walk a few steps on Bahnhofstrasse and go for tram station “Bahnhofstrasse” on the left side (from Main Station).

Take Tram no 6 direction “Zoo” – and leave at tramstop “Voltastrasse”.
Walk in direction building ETL to the entrance of building ETL (front entrance).

Tickets available at the ticketing office at CHF 4.20 (Zone 110) valid for a drive of 30 minutes.